
FAST FOOD RESTAURANT BUSINESS PLAN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Fresin Fries fast food restaurant business plan executive summary. Fresin Fries is a trendy new venture in downtown
Singapore. They will sell fresh Belgian.

The national restaurant industry includes approximately , restaurants plus , fast food restaurants, according to
the National Restaurant Owners Association NROA. Now we need to take permission from you to submit our
report. As the name Pasta Now! A combination of local media and local store marketing programs will be
utilized at each location. We are using this opportunity to express our gratitude to everyone who supported us
throughout the course of this project. Encourage the two most important values in fast food business: brand
and image, as these two ingredients are a couple of main drivers in marketing communications. Utilities 5. We
are always maintaining food items based on customer needs. Grand opening promotion. Design and employ
strict financial controls. Hangout keep low price on all foods to compete with other local fast food restaurant.
Catering for any size occasion is available. Our preference is Zamzama, for the main reason of reaching larger
traffic. The company has been franchising since  Chicken Express is the answer to an increasing demand for
snack-type fast food, to be consumed while window shopping and walking around inside a shopping mall.
Principles of Marketing,14e, Philip Kotler 2. Transportation We are serving our food only Bashundhara area.
WE offered for them healthy food those are not very costly, so they can easily afford to pay. We will always
be ready to provide any further clarification that you may require. Augmented product We will offer more
than fast food to our customers. Karachi, a city state, is now becoming the model metropolis for Asia's new
economic boom. As soon as a concentration of stores is established in a market, then broader media will be
explored. The financing, in addition to the capital contributions from shareholders, will allow Fresin Fries to
successfully open and expand through year two. Internal factor Our internal factors that affects our pricing-
Organization: As a new and small food outlet, Owner of the Hangout decides what will be the food price
because this restaurant is local based and area is not so large. In today's highly competitive environment, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to differentiate one fast food outlet from another.


